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Acrylic glass – in a completely new light:

 Intoxicating effects through extravagant 
inlays and artistic colour combinations.

 Whether luxurious, mystical, refined, graceful or spectacular – 
through the interplay of the finest acrylic glass and exclusive,  

selected materials “made in Italy”, designs are created  
of unprecedented appearance, depth and “magic”.

 The highlight for the senses is achieved through unique nanoparticles 
in the acrylic glass. In the presence of light and LED technology, 

this extraordinary material composition makes it possible to achieve 
intensely radiant 3-D-effects and thereby create the perfect setting for 

shine & shimmer, light & shade, colours & shapes.

Each panel is hand-made and unique, a precious piece of art, 
incomparable and stunningly beautiful.

 Curtain up - let yourself be transported away into the 
incomparable design worlds of » acrylic couture® « ...

winner of „Best of the Best“at 
interzum award 2013

honoured by 
German Design Council

honoured by materials library 
“raumPROBE”

awarded by 
iF design awards 2014

nominated by 
German Design Council

» FIOCCHI «» ZENDADO « » MALACHITE « » VENTO «

» CANGIANTE «» CANCELLO « » ETOILE « » LIZARD «



» CANCELLO «



» CANCELLO « Silver

» CANCELLO « Gold» CANCELLO « Copper

» CANCELLO «

... dazzling light penetrates the intermingling network 
structures of CANCELLO. Here, the fine metal lines 
create countless wandering, wave-like shapes. Light 
reflections hypnotise the eye of the observer. The 
irresistible attraction of CANCELLO is created by the 
simultaneous juxtaposition of the organically flowing 
visual appearance and the evenness of the material. 

Caught in the moment ...



» CANGIANTE «



» CANGIANTE « Red/Silver

» CANGIANTE « Copper » CANGIANTE « Silver

» CANGIANTE «

... metal threads interlaced and woven in various ways 
give rise to CANGIANTE - a unique material. The light 
folds in the tissue produce spectacular, three-dimensional 
effects: similar to silky mountains of fabric that appear 
to dance, lively movements and surfaces full of poetic 
sensibility are created.

The poetry of distance ...

» CANGIANTE « Dune Oro



» ETOILE «



» ETOILE « Salmone» ETOILE « Copper

» ETOILE « Blue » ETOILE « Silver

... the distinguishing characteristic of our ETOILE collection 
is its filigree structure and dazzling shimmer. Gentle but 
effective sweeps in the fabric evoke an intense impression 
of depth. The illuminated cast acrylic sheet appears to be a 
landscape animated by magicians that has been left to its 
own devices – unique, refined and radiantly beautiful. 

» ETOILE «

The raptures of the deep ...

» ETOILE « Dark Brown



» LIZARD «



» LIZARD «

... a precious brilliance slides gently over the serpentine pattern 
of LIZARD. Sneaky moves and sensual shapes form the subtle 
embossing of this graceful fabric which was inspired by nature 
itself. Seemingly hidden, delicate nuances appear voluptuously, 
charming reflections of light and unite passion and ease in this 
sensational material.

The magic of seduction ... 

» LIZARD « Salmone» LIZARD « Silver



» ZENDADO «



» ZENDADO «

Luxury all along the line ...

» ZENDADO « Red » ZENDADO « Silver

» ZENDADO « Gold » ZENDADO « Copper 

... a magical moment, caught by dynamic-spirited rhythm. 
ZENDADO is permeated by graceful reflections of light. Light 
and shade enter into a passionate romance. Structures of 
the eternal appear to shine in this material. Lively, swinging, 
fashionable – a pure, luxurious metallic look.



» FIOCCHI «



» FIOCCHI « Silver » FIOCCHI « Gold in brown acrylic glass

» FIOCCHI « Copper » FIOCCHI « Gold

... with apparent weightlessness the metal flakes float around 
like small mountain ranges, rock formations and mica. We have 
captured them in crystal clear or transparently tinted acrylic 
glass. Each contour line gives rise to shimmering landscapes 
within. An exhilarating spectacle of illusionistic trompe l‘oeil. 

» FIOCCHI «

The lightness of illusion ...



» MALACHITE «



» MALACHITE « Blue

» MALACHITE « Green

» MALACHITE « Black

» MALACHITE « Red

» MALACHITE « Yellow

... beautiful colour compositions, fluffy textures and delicate 
silhouettes - forming the essence of our MALACHITE collection. 
The delicate and contrasting lines appear as they would on a finely 
polished gem. This creates impressive contours, silhouettes and 
formations which might stem from a painting of the ocean tides.

» MALACHITE «

Forgotten worlds ...



» VENTO «

... a gentle breeze, frozen for all time in acrylic glass. 
Made visible by feathers that appear to float in space. 
Eternity and moment become one by this impressive 
design – within one´s reach, but yet unachievable.

» VENTO « 

So close to heaven ...



24 carat gold, three-ply in 50 mm thickness

special inlay: luxurious artificial fur

special inlay: black feathers

Individual product developments 
and custom-made design

TAKE THE PATHS NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN SO YOU CAN BE CERTAIN 
YOU’LL LEAVE A VISIBLE TRAIL, AND NOT JUST CHURN UP THE DUST.

(Antoine de Saint-Exupéry)

Success – a question of the right combination:

Where skill and imagination meet, curiosity arouses 
creativity, innovation provides opportunities – together 
we break new ground, dare to create surprising settings, 
repeatingly causing the observer to marvel at our 
creations – that is our unifying mission.

 
Create new design worlds together with us:

We also realize exceptional requests of our customers, 
small-scale series and prototypes – everything that 
is possible with cast acrylic! 

Why not take advantage of the potential we have to offer?

Numerous well-known clients have already carried out 
spectacular projects with us and been able to create 
striking presentations of their company with unusual 
special productions. 

We look forward to receiving your ideas 
and your challenges.

» INDIVIDUAL «



Exemplary
See for yourself the uniqueness and magic of 
» acrylic couture® «. Experience the astonishing appeal 
and effect of depth which this catalogue is unfortunately 
only able to reproduce to a limited extent.

Our box of samples can be ordered by telephone: 
908-301-0600 or by e-mail: sales@decotonesurfaces.com 
Here you can request further information and/or 
individual advice without obligation. Simply call us - 
we look forward to hearing from you!

sample box COLLECTION

sample box COLORI

Highest quality acrylic glass made in Italy: 

• modified with special nanoparticles for the 
extremely efficient scattering and reflection 
of light

• „cross-linked“ polymers for higher resistance 
to scratching and many chemicals compared 
to conventional PMMA

• 30-year guarantee on UV resistance

• 100-year guarantee based on very high molecular 
density against polymer degradation

• all Ingredients of our acrylic are neither 
carcinogenic, nor mutagenic and thus 
nonhazardous to health

• our acrylic contains no substances/chemicals, 
which are listed on the dangerous R.E.A.C.H. 
and SVHC-regulation

• our acrylic is manufactured without the use 
of any plasticizer, particularly no phthalates

• eco-friendly, as panels are produced in a low, 
energy consuming way

• recyclable

 
Detailed, technical information you find on 
our product Datasheets, which we would 
send on request. 

  

Together with our Italian partner we have – 
with the compositions of » acrylic couture® « 
– created something particularly extravagant 
and luxurious, bringing together exclusive 
designs consisting of the finest ingredients 
for our clients.

Through our Europe-wide cooperation with 
technical and scientific faculties, we are able 
to fully exploit the positive properties of acrylic 
glass of the highest quality and continually 
expand its applications. In terms of product 
development we are always one step ahead 
of the times.



 

=+

  VIOLETTA OCEANO FOGLIA TERRA SENAPE ARANCIA ROSA

acrylic couture®

 Colour Standard format 5 mm 8 mm 10 mm 12 mm 15 mm 18 mm 20 mm 25 mm 30 mm

CANCELLO Copper C, D, E, F • • • •

Gold C, D, E, F • • • •

Silver C, D, E, F • • •

CANGIANTE Copper C, D, E, F • • • •

Red/Silver C, D, E, F • • • •

Silver C, D, E, F • • • •

Dune Oro C, D, E, F • • • •

ETOILE Blue A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

Silver A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

Copper A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

Dark Brown A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

Salmone A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

LIZARD Silver A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

Salmone A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • •

ZENDADO Red A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Silver A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Gold A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Copper A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

FIOCCHI Copper A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • • •

Gold A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • • •

Silver A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • • •

Gold/Brown A, B, C, D, E, F • • • • • •

MALACHITE Black A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Blue A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Yellow A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Rod A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Green A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

VENTO Feather A, B, C, D, E, F • • • •

Standard formats: A: 1000 mm x 700 mm  |  B: 2100 mm x 700 mm  |  C: 2000 mm x 1000 mm  |  D: 1950 mm x 1150 mm 
Special formats: E: 2400 mm x 1000 mm  |  F: 3500 mm x 800 mm

Special productions on request up to 4400 mm x 1000 mm and further thicknesses are possible.

Please note! Each sheet is handmade and unique! As a result, the structure, folds, colour compositions 
and silhouettes may deviate slightly from the designs presented in the catalogue.

Our terms and conditions apply: www.acrylic-couture.com
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» CANCELLO «

» ETOILE «

» ZENDADO «

» MALACHITE «

» FIOCCHI «

» CANGIANTE «

» LIZARD «

» VENTO «

With » colori « you get the possibility to personalize the 
designs of our collection according to your wish and the 
special requirements of your project. A fascinating upgrade, 
which increases the possibilities of application in an 
extraordinary, versatile and exceptional way.

 

By admixing high-quality color-pigments into the acrylic, a 
translucent coloring of the sheets is achieved. To modify 
the designs of our collection, we provide you 7 selected, 
transparent colour shades which give you the opportunity to 
modify the designs of our collection according to your wish.

» COLORI «

Color modifications à la carte




